Chirra-wal (Fullers)
3 Chirra (the Beast)
A deadly looking kukri, a beast like character that would mercilessly torn its prey into pieces..











Blade Size: 12 inches approx.
Thickness: 10.5mm approx.
Actual Weight: 950 grams
Overall Weight: 1200 grams
Shipping Weight: 1550 grams
Function: Defending, Fighting, Gift, Heavy duty, Jungle Warfare, Lethal, Show Piece
Origin: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 15th Jun 2007)
Category: Chirra-wal (Fullers)
Blade Finishing: Unpolish

Nicknamed as the “Beast”, it truly is a deadly looking kukri, a beast like character that would mercilessly torn it’s prey
into pieces in matter of seconds. One of the latest and strongest additions of KHHI into its amazing product line, this
kukri is a pure work of art at its best. The knife is the hardest to craft done only by a very skilled craftsman as he has to
work on the twin fuller/layers in the blade's panel that serves as the strength provider, shock absorber and is also
designed to take out the unnecessary weight of the blade as in the "I-Beams" concept. The twin crescent like forging in
this kukri unlike any others makes this knife so special as it adds beauty and beast like character to this knife. The twinfuller combination gives heavy durability and endurance to the blade that is needed while performing heavy duty work
and for using for a longer period of time. The curvatures/fullers will also give much needed support to the flat surface
as it absorbs the direct impact felt by the edge of the blade dually. It is also a display of true craftsmanship as it is the
hardest to craft. The blade is further only unpolished to better its cutting ability by retaining maximum tampering that
might be lost during the finishing/polishing process and also to make it look traditional and attractive. The blade is 12

inches long (not too long or too short) for better coverage and better balance; an ideal size to maximize the output.
The handle of this kukri is another strong point perfectly executed to meet the demand of the heavy blade. The flat tang
of the blade which can also be seen on the sides of the handle goes all the way through the handle and is fitted to the
butt cap. The tang is further riveted to the handle to enhance the fixture. The khukuri comes with a normal leather
scabbard but the tip is ignored so that it does not hurt a user when is carried in the waist. A lanyard hole is also fixed at
the tip of the scabbard so that a string can be wrapped round thigh area for easier carrying.
Karda (small knife) and Chakmak (sharpener) are discarded to lessen the kukri’s over all weight.
The “Beast and Beautiful” 3 Chirra, for hardcore kukri fanatic and user.
:: Please be notified that 3 Chirra comes with 3 x rivets in handle unlike as shown in the photo, done to reinforce
the fixture)::

Materials / Features:
Water buffalo leather scabbard, twin metal rivets full flat tang Indian rosewood handle, twin fuller/layer, semi-polished
blade, lanyard hole

3 Chirra SPL (Guardian Angel)
Embraces all that is required to serve and deliver the ultimate satisfaction to any user giving a complete value of
money, time and effort..











Blade Size: 10.5 inches approx.
Thickmess: 9.5mm approx.
Actual Weight: 825 grams
Overall Weight: 1050 grams
Shipping Weight: 1400 grams
Function: Attacking, Combat, Fighting, Heavy Duty, Jungle Warfare, Lethal
Origin: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 22nd Apr 2011)
Category: Chirra-wal (Fullers)
Blade Finishing: Unpolish

The ever increasing popularity and demand of the “3 Chirra” version ( 3 x fullers forged in blade) encouraged KHHI
into making a similar type but enhanced by modern useful features so a complete and dashing utility knife is achieved,
hence the “3 Chirra Special (Guardian Angel)” was born. The kukri knife embraces all that is required to serve and
deliver the ultimate satisfaction to any user giving a complete value of money, time and effort. Its an absolute work of
art, showmanship of craftsmanship, a piece of machine, a peace of mind and a star of decors. 3 Chirra Special would
indeed be the 1st and only choice for buyers who seek for an decisive kukri knife that cuts mercilessly, ensures safety,
looks fearsome, is simply functional and most importantly delivers durability and guarantees.
10.5 inches blade with 3 x fullers makes the knife the ultimate chopper. Good length coverage that can take down a
reasonable sized object. Fullers give good support to the blade and to the bevel/edge easing out the tension generated in
the edge while striking against hard surface. The fullers also work as an “I Beam” to cut down some unnecessary
weight of the blade making the knife easy to use and light to carry. It is also very hard to forge and to make in the wavy
format that needs to be done by very skilled craftsman only. The shape of the blade is forged broad for weight within so
that it does not shudder while striking.
A complete new protective cum comfortable handle is fitted in “3 Chirra Special (Guardian Angel)”. The handle is not
only strong and durable but also provides much needed protection and firm grip (easy handling) needed for safe use. Its
composition is full flat tang secured by epoxy and reinforced by multiple rivets from both sides. Unlike other kukri’s
guard, here a “L” shaped guard is used which comes as an extra precautionary measure to ensure that the using hand
always stays where it should. This different looking guard also adds uniqueness and lethal look to the kukri. The end
portion/style of the handle is also an added feature of the knife where even a larger hand can get very comfortable and
painless hold since poking problem like in the traditional handle is completely avoided. The lanyard cord can also be
fixed through the see-through hole at the tail of the tang to tie the kukri around the user’s hand.
Black buffalo hide sheath is made for the kukri knife having a brown leather frog for carriage to suit the wooden handle
of the 3 Chirra Special. A shoe lace is also tied at the top of the loop of the frog to tie the handle in order to prevent
from wobbling and for easy carriage. White metal rounded tip is fitted in the tip of the sheath for an appealing look.

Why Guardian Angel??
In Nepal kukri knife is more than just a mere knife. It has significant religious, cultural and historic values and carries
the country’s pride. It is regarded as a protector of the possessor physically and spiritually. There is a belief in Nepal
that a kukri knife would scare away demons, evil spirits, enemies and adversaries and always safe guards its owner.
With these myths and beliefs going strong as ever it may not be a bad idea for the “3 Chirra Special” to be entitled as
“Guardian Angel” for the very reason mentioned above to possibly play a role in encouraging and stabilizing the mind
and mission of the carrier at all times.
Materials / Features:
Water buffalo hide scabbard, Indian rosewood riveted full flat tang comfortable handle having lanyard hole, “L” shaped
hand protection guard, White metal chape, Brown leather frog, Shoe lace.

Jr. Shree 5 Chirra (Sherman)
Smaller and shorter but improved version of the Shree 5 Chirra kukri; bettered by adding Guard, Finger Curvatures
and usage of the L-Key configuration..











Blade Size: 9 inches approx.
Thickness: 9mm approx.
Actual Weight: 850 grams
Overall Weight: 1025 grams
Shipping Weight:1325 grams
Function: Collection, Defending, Heavy Duty, Jungle Warfare, Lethal, Stabbing
Origin: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 15th Jul 2013)
Category: Chirra-wal (Fullers)
Blade Finishing: Semi-polish

Yet another outstanding addition to the Great Chirra (Fuller) family, the “Jr. Shree 5 Chirra”, as defined by its name is
the smaller and shorter but improved version of the gigantic “Shree 5 Chirra (General)”. The kukri has also been
bettered by adding vertical guard, finger resting curvatures and its handle fixture further strengthened by using the LKey configuration.
The Chirra-walas khukuri knives have achieved remarkable heights on both crucial grounds –usage and demand. And
hence keeping the very thing in mind Jr. Shree 5 Chirra (Sherman) was created by KHHI for those who prefer the
popular chirra version in more practical size, more comfortable feel and more durability. The interesting and appealing
title, “Sherman”, follows to denote the knife’s look and features of the legendary US made med size tank, the M4, later
named as “Sherman” after the famous Union General William Tecumseh Sherman, that was a reliable and highly
mobile workhorse that played a decisive role to win the WW2 for its masters.

Blade: Small but board that is easy to use (very functional) yet heavy enough to perform heavy jobs. The 5 x Chirra
(fuller) in its blade is not only the demonstration of pure skill and expertise that makes the kukri look so beautiful but
also supports the knife physically and technically by equally distributing the impact/pressure felt by the edge when
slammed against a object. The shock felt by the edge is evenly distributed in a wavy form to all parts of the blade
before it finally reaches the spine (stress cannot go straight to the spine). The blade thus does not rattle or tremor since
the impact is minimized by the chirras/fullers. The chirras also cut down the unnecessary weight of the blade.
Guard: It is one very important character added that will always safe guard the user’s hand so that injuries and wounds
can be avoided. The guard works as a divider and always keeps the hand away from sharp edge of the blade. It comes
even more useful in wet and slippery conditions and while stabbing.
Handle: Sherman’s handle is another power-pact feature. Its wooden handle has the powerful L-Key configuration
where nut-bolts are used instead of aluminum like in others to fix the wooden plates to the full flat tang. This makes the
handle stronger and more durable. Imported epoxy is further used to reinforce the whole fixture. Similarly finger rest
curvatures (grips) are crafted in the front side of the handle where each finger slides in comfortably providing a very
easy, secure and sturdy grip the whole time. The handle blends in with the hand and gives a rock solid grip.
B-Up Knife: A 2.5 inch bladed supporting utility knife for small games and jobs - ones that may not be possible by the
mother blade. An important inclusion that could come handy at anytime in any place.
Blade size: 9 inches approx.
Handle size: 5 inches approx
Blade Thickness: 9 mm approx
Weight: 850 gms approx. (Blade + Handle only)
Materials / Features:
Brown leather sheath, L-key Nut & Bolt FFT riveted wooden handle with finger grips and vertical steel guard, B-Up
knife

Mini 3 Chirra Champ
Champ is an all rounder all purpose utility and personal knife - will surpass all challenges that it is made to face
against.











Blade Size: 9 inches approx.
THICKNESS 8.5mm approx.
ACTUAL WEIGHT625 grams
OVERALL WEIGHT750 grams
SHIPPING WEIGHT1050 grams
FUNCTIONCollection, Defending, Domestic use, Heavy Duty, Indoor
ORIGINKHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 15th Jan 2012)
CATEGORYChirra-wal (Fullers)
BLADE FINISHING Mirror Polish

It is a mini and modified version of the famous 3 Chirra (Beast) model. With the success story of the 3 Chirra (Three
Fullers in blade) kukri spreading far and beyond KHHI is excited, encouraged and proposed to come with a smaller and
improved model of it and thus as a result, Mini 3 Chirra (Champ) was created.
The blade has three fullers (Chirras) forged to show the unique craftsmanship and more importantly to withstand and
support the impact/pressure felt by the blade while using/striking. The blade is highly polished to prevent from rusting
and for easy maintenance. The traditional notch is removed to give a modern and distinct look. The handle on the other
hand is totally unpolished to provide better non-slip sturdy grip. It is made from brown Indian rosewood and fixture
adapted is the FFT riveted (Full Flat Tang) version. It means the material is the strongest and system used is the most
secured one. The outcome thus would be a very long-term handle that would withstand years of hard use and abuse.
The top portion of the metallic butt cap is fully rounded to prevent from pricking into the flesh when holding the knife.
Green leather is used to produce the sheath to give a matching look and to perfectly suit the black horn handle. A
lanyard loop is also fitted in the tip of the sheath to accommodate a leather thigh string.
Lastly, Champ is an all rounder all purpose utility and personal knife. Be it in your house or around, or out in woods or
in the deep dense forest like that of the Amazon, or in the high heel of your motherland or in the flat rough terrain of

the enemy’s land, or to kill or save, or to cut or to hack, the Champ will surpass all challenges that it is made to face
against.
Handle Size: about 4.5 inches

[Please be notified that due to severe scarcity of HORN in the market, its constant rising price and now it being banned
by the Indian Govt. we are compelled to replace the horn handle of this khukuri/knife by Brown Indian Rosewood
handle, unlike as shown in the photo with effective from 26th May 2013 onwards only]
Materials / Features:
Green leather scabbard with lanyard loop, FFT riveted brown Indian rosewood having rounded butt cap handle, Highly
polished blade.

Shree 5 Chirra (General)
Thus was born to be added as another exclusive and extraordinary knife to the “Chirra (fuller)” category, to deliver
the ultimate power of strength, speed, security and satisfaction..











Blade Size: 14 inches approx.
Thickness: 10mm approx.
Actual weight: 1350 grams
Overall weight: 1600 grams
Shipping weight: 2100 grams
Function: Gift, Heavy duty, Lethal, Outdoor, Sacrifice
Origin: KHHI, Kathmandu, Nepal (released on 1st Mar 2012)
Categoty: Chirra-wal (Fullers)
Blade Finishing: Unpolish

Probably the mother of all kukri knives on this heavenly earth “Shree 5 Chirra” is the ultimate version of all the
existing Chirrawal (with fullers) khukris.
The success story of Chirra khukuris, especially the 3 Chirra (Beast) goes far and beyond and reached to a height where
KHHI was challenged to introduce yet another superior version of this type to better the better and better the best. Thus
Shree 5 Chirra was born to be added as another exclusive and extra ordinary knife to the “Chirra (fuller)” category, to
deliver the ultimate power of strength, speed, security and satisfaction. The aristocrat name “Shree 5 (five)” has been
chosen to denote the royal class and stature of this amazing knife. SHREE in Nepalese, to honor the khukuri and 5, the
royal status and also to represent the 5 x fullers/layers that the knife embraces. The five Chirras in a single body (as
seen in the photos); the hardest to forge and craft – display of true craftsmanship - to support the blade in fatal impact
by easing the tension created, and the heavy blade backed up by 5 x riveted full tang handle make the kukri a wonder
whose beauty and beast like character can only be expressed and explained by the owner and the user himself.
-

5 x Chirras/Fullers for beauty and strength
Traditional look and style of an original kukri
Heavy blade yet well balanced by its chirras
5 x rivets, thick full flat tang wooden handle for strength and durability
Heavy duty bolster and butt cap fitted handle with a lanyard hole
Black normal leather sheath with metallic chape
Since belt loop frog for carriage
Total unpolished finishing for simple yet elegant look and for effective cutting objective.

Shree 5 Chirra (General) is truly the commanding Army General of all kukri brigades..
Handle size: 6 inches approx.

Materials / Features:
Black leather scabbard with metallic tip, FFT 5 x rivets Indian Rosewood, 5 Chirra/Layer heavy broad blade, total
unpolished finishing

